Final Phase III Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
The natural gas energy savings portion of the project involves insulating steam & hot water bare
pipe surfaces including valves, fittings, traps and condensate return lines. For electrical energy
savings, insulation is also being added to chilled water pipes, fittings and valves.
Summary of Review
Pacific Gas & Electric (PGE) submitted the following documents to the Energy Division (ED) in
response to the Phase II review:


2K13171187_XXXXXX_Correspondence_IR.zip



2k13171187_2013 IR_Review_ XXXXXX.xlsm



2k13171187_ XXXXXX _Savings Calculations_Post.xlsx



2k13171187_ XXXXXX Inspection_11.11.13_Temperature readings.xlsx



2k13171187_DOME-286E-OCT-2013.pdf

In the Phase I ex ante review (5/13/2013), CPUC staff asked PGE to demonstrate that the
proposed pipes and joints are mounted more than 7 feet in height measured vertically from the
floor or are farther than 15 inches measured horizontally from stairways, ramps or fixed ladders.
The NTG interview was conducted on 5/28/2013 which followed news that the customer might
not be able to receive incentives due to OSHA code baseline requirement. The NTG interview
was inadvertently omitted from the phase II EAR disposition, but was included in this phase III
final. This customer is clearly a free-rider with a calculated free-ridership score of 0.82.
On 10/8/2013, in response to the phase I EAR data request, PGE submitted a revised list of 39
items which was outside of the OSHA regulation. PGE’s original list had 139 items and their
site visit determined that 100 of those items were disqualified due to OSHA requirement.
Insulation details were provided in the 3Eplus PDF. M&V plan was also submitted by PGE
which listed only some verification activities. During the phase II review (9/30/2013) CPUC
staff noted these major reductions in qualifying insulation locations, and conditionally approved
the project as long as more rigorous post-install M&V was conducted that included colleting
surface temperatures.
In this phase III review, NAIMA 3EPlus simulations were not revised and instead the energy
savings summary spreadsheet calculation was revised, however, the IOU responded with a
defense of their 75% boiler conversion factor claim without any proof. CPUC staff rejects the
argument that larger steam systems always have lower combustion efficiencies, based on 40
year-old or greater boiler in SCG ex post evaluations that operate in the 82-84% measured
combustion efficiency. If the IOU does not want to use the 80% CPUC staff-recommended
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